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Discover : how the Nazis used media and culture to control people Explore : how they solved problems Skill: identifying evidence and evaluation.
One reason why there was so little opposition to Nazi rule was a result of the work of Dr J _ _ _ _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . His job title was the ‘Minister For P _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and
Enlightenment.’ Goebbels was a fanatic follower of Hitler and genuinely believed Hitler was the saviour of Germany, chosen by God. His job was to persuade, convince or
brainwash other German into believing this too. It was Goebbels who would decide what the people could hear, see or experience. How would he do this?

The Problem in 1933

Print

Germany had no national
newspapers but 47000
local ones. Many Jewish
Communists and Social
Democrat papers.

The Problem in 1933

Audio

Goebbels believed
marches and rallies helped
keep people loyal, feel safe
and important. How would
he make these rallies and
marches exciting?

The Problem in 1933

Films

Nazi Solutions

Goebbels believed radio
was more important than
newspapers. States had
their own radio stations.
Not many Germans had
radios.

The Problem in 1933

Rallies

Nazi Solutions

Germans had enjoyed a
‘Golden Age’ of cinema in
the 1920’s. Would the German people accept Nazi
political films in the
1930s?

Nazi Solutions

Nazi Solutions

In 1933 a mass book burning
took place. Thousands of
students joined in to burn
books that had anti-Nazi ideas

Goebbels formed the Reich Radio Company. It took
control over all other radio companies. They also
produced thousands of cheap radios (they could not
pick up international broadcast)

The National Socialist Party
rallies were held here every
September, up until 1938.
They lasted a week and drew
as many as one million people
to Nuremberg from all over
Germany. The central events
comprised numerous roll calls
in the presence of Adolf Hitler
as well as mass parades of all
significant organisations of the
Nazi state, both on the Nazi
Party Rally Grounds and in the
Old Town.

Goebbels banned anti-Nazi newspapers.
People who did not subscribe for papers
were threatened. Publishers, journalists
were controlled and content edited by
Nazis

An artist’s impression of the 1935
Nuremberg Rally

Dr Joseph Goebbels
‘Minister for Propaganda and Enlightenment’

By 1939, over 70 percent of German household had a radio. For those
who did not 6000 speakers were put up in public places.

